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Provides a detailed perspective of the process for Residential Architecture in the Southern California region

Stunning presentation of a high-end contemporary home overlooking the beautiful California coast

Representative of a strong material palette with articulated details

Reaches both professional and academics within the Architectural field and design aficionados who appreciate strong

contemporary home designs

Tramonto is a contemporary single-family home that integrates the natural beauty of the adjacent state park and ocean views. The

placement of the home overlooks the canyon, the surrounding Santa Monica Mountains, and the California coastline.

The diffusion of the built form defines the approach for this 17,000 sqft single-family residence (14,500 sqft main house and 2,500 sqft

accessory building) into the surrounding landscape. The two-acre site embraces the steep topography, contending with the context to

inform the building’s siting and orientation. The project is terraced into the natural contours of the hillside, breaking up the overall

building mass while using its sub-grade structure to reinforce the hillside.

The book provides a look into the 17,000 sqft home and its indoor-outdoor lifestyle. Emphasis on significant custom elements highlights

the detail-oriented approach that can be found throughout the entirety of the home. From the initial conceptualisation of the exterior

form to the construction process and key moments, this book presents the visual story of the home’s integration into the Southern

California landscape. Tramonto embodies a truly contemporary Southern California attitude, the essential principles of indoor/outdoor

living afforded by embracing the temperate region and the natural beauty of the coastal landscape.

Russell Shubin, AIA and Robin Donaldson, AIA are founding partners of ShubinDonaldson, an award-winning nationally and

internationally recognised architectural design practice based in Southern California. Informed by modernism, craft and a culture of

experimentation, they respond to each client and site through an investigative design process, mining the tension between real world

constraints and artistic expression to excavate each project's unique opportunities.
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